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COMMENT

It’s a strange phenomenon that the world we ‘create’ and ‘choose’ to live
in is ruled by hype rather than reality. 

Is reality such a bad thing?

In common with NAPTE, MIPTV, Cannes Market, MIPCOM, and
MIFED, the AFM end of market statistics analysis reflects what the
organizers ‘intend’ the figures should reflect.  Like lemmings, the trade

papers during AFM portrayed and reflected a buoyant market. That was/is
not the reality. The reality of consensus for the AFM market in Santa
Monica is that overall the market was flat – very flat. That’s not to say that
some people didn’t do good business. Some even did great business, and,
as is always the case, some did no business at all. As a staunch supporter
of the independent film community, this trade paper’s mission is to report
responsibly on the present economic climate and a technologically fast
changing matrix, to challenge the statistics in the face of ‘reality,’ and to
offer a balanced alternative view on what is a broader global and fiscal
matrix that evolves, revolves and daily effects ‘the collective clientele’ –
every individual and company operating in the filmed entertainment sector. 

The ongoing disparagement about the AFM and MIFED dates is
unintelligent in its portrayal, as it is not the reality of what is
fundamentally at issue.  Viewed from a statistical viewpoint the

‘markets” have all been losing ground for some time.  This is purely a
reflection of public taste, technology, available resources, product timing, the
ability to turn product, and hard economic factors. The market dates exist in
a ‘static state.’ Filmed entertainment as a ‘creative’ process does not. 
Every company – from the smallest to the largest – is governed by its
‘internal mechanism’ that is dependent on an array of factors not connected
with the ‘fixed’ dates of the markets. The markets exist primarily to
provide a service and yet, across the board, the general manner in which
the markets are managed and run is diametrically opposed to the best
interest of ‘the collective clientele.’

Competition amongst companies of every discipline is needed,
necessary, and good. But what are the markets competing for? They
are all selling to ‘the collective clientele’ from their own ‘fixed’

position, ‘persuading’ ‘the collective clientele’ that the solution to selling
product is to attend X market because last year there was an X-percent
increase in attendance at X Market. In the hype of this matrix lies the
reality of the ‘individual mechanism’ of ‘the collective clientele’, and this
is the resultant outcome of the reason why it was necessary for the AFM to
change its dates. The AFM ‘fixed position’ on the calendar was reeling
from the effects of not only the ‘internal mechanism’ of ‘the collective
clientele,’ but the increasing competition from a number of other events,
over which it had no control in regard to ‘the collective clientele.’

Despite the rhetoric re “our members wanted the change,” the reality
is that the AFM ‘fixed position’ was weakened by factors it could
not control. So what could it control? Not its members desire to

attend any other event, but it could control taking a lateral step in
realigning the dynamics of why ‘the collective clientele’ should chose the
AFM over other ‘fixed events.’ The move is a bold one in that I suggest
its long-range objective is to be the Cannes of America. After all, LA is the
film capital of the world. Why should it not become ‘the capital of the

predominant independent film event’? That analysis raises some
interesting questions. At present, both the AFMA and the AFI say it’s a
joint venture, but past experience has shown that ‘joint venture’ is a veiled
term for merger. 
The dynamics of the matrix whereby independent films chosen by the AFI
and independent films being sold at the AFM will simultaneously
‘indirectly benefit ‘each other does not compute, unless there is a concerted
effort for it to do so. While both organizations have categorically refuted
this line of thought, logic suggests otherwise. The question of the logistics
of a ‘joint event’ is immaterial, the cross-town journey will or will not be
made entirely at the discretion of the internal dynamics of  ‘the collective
clientele’ attending the AFM in November.  The reality is that both the AFI
and the AFM are at the juxtaposed position where they need to  ‘grow’...or
become a stagnant ‘fixed’ position on an increasingly busy calendar. The
visual canvas for the world’s population is filmed entertainment in its many
formats. Cities and countries around the globe have long recognized the
fiscal effect on the local economy of films shot in a country, and the fiscal
effect of organizing a film festival based on simply finding a ‘criteria’

As a direct result the need to consolidate ‘positions of power’ in ‘the
fixed position’ matrix of organized market dynamics becomes
more imperative as the economy and the lack of ‘the collective

clientele’s’ ability to generate the product to sell at ‘the fixed market dates’
raises internal issues of generating revenue for the market organizers. It is
this that is the underlying reality of the AFM date move, and the move by
the MIFED organization to change its ‘fixed position’ and align its event at
the convenience of  ‘the collective clientele.’ The dynamics and reality of
that matrix is that the MIFED market, although run by a ‘private
organization,’ is under the auspices of the Fiera (a multinational enterprise
turnover in 2002 82.6 million Euros.). MIPCOM is run by Reed
Exhibitions the world’s leading organizer of trade and consumer
exhibitions with a portfolio of over 430 events in 32 countries. The two
organizations are not only aligned. Reed has an equity position in the
Fiera. For many years ‘the collective clientele’ complained about
MIFED’s constant date-changing, and ’the collective clientele’ were
informed that it was not in MIFED’s hand. The cross-branding and cross-
collaboration at this crucial moment of losing ‘the collective clientele’
sees the dates magically changed to control conveniently the revenue
base of “the collective clientele’. In analysis, MIFED created its own
‘power base’ by consolidating the Reed’s equity position in the Fiera. It
effectively means that the Reed organization controls the movement
within and of the ‘fixed events’ of ‘the collective clientele’ for three
markets: MIPTV, MIPCOM, MIFED.

Given that dynamic,  AFM had to joint venture with AFI to ‘spin’ the
dynamic in its favor. As Jean Prewitt said: “With the move to the
fall, the AFM has created a strategic alliance with the AFI FEST

that will benefit both organizations. This combination of a festival and a
market will merge cultural and commercial activities and provide a broad
and rich experience for all participants.” The Business of Film’s analysis is
that it is time for the markets to put the interest of ‘the collective clientele’
at the top of their lists, to not constantly ‘skew’ the statistics in their favor,
and finally, to create  their own  ‘market matrix dynamic’ that suggests
their ‘fixed position’ is the most important position for ‘the collective
clientele.’

REALITY: the state of being real - a thing or fact -
something that exists independently of ideas

concerning it - in fact or truth - actually.
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MILLENNIUM FILMS PRESENTS A BIGEL/MAILER PRODUCTION A FILM BY KEVIN BACON  “LOVERBOY” KYRA SEDGWICK  KEVIN BACON  SANDRA BULLOCK  MATT DILLON  OLIVER PLATT  MARISA TOMEI
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THE BUSINESS CHART FINANCIAL UPDATE
Monitor

9 Feb 2004

15 Mar 2004

% Update

1,166,250

1,175,250

1.31%

39,020

39,515

1.63%

45,200

45,210

0.04%

S. Korea
Won

Thai
Baht

Indian
Rupee

5,87700

6,09530

4.62%

1,23775

1,27940

3.63%

7,1891

7,5582

5.78%

Danish
Krone

Swiss
Franc

Swedish
Krona

587,650

605,250

4.76%

11,0985

10,9600

0.01%

2,9325

2,9045

-0.22%
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Brazilian
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US $ TO ECU/EURO (WMR) - EXCHANGE RATE

HIGH 1.28 9/1/04, LOW 1.05 21/3/03, LAST 1.22 16/3/04 Source: DATASTREAM    

Tracking the Euro - $US to Euro Mar (2003) - Mar (2004)

Since 1982, The Business Of Film has tracked the Pound
Sterling, French Franc, German Marc, Italian Lire, Spanish
Peseta, Japanese Yen and Australian Dollar. The chart to the
left shows the value of the dollar against the 3 key currencies
which are not part of the EEC (The Euro). The chart below
shows 9 new currencies we have introduced based on requests
from our subscribers. On-line at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
we will continue to track the European currencies until they
expire. Next issue we will be introducing more currencies based
on what our readership has told us it needs.

1982
1990
2001
2002
2003

16 Sept 2003

21 Oct 2003

9 Feb 2004

15 Mar 2004

% Update

5,732
5,711
6,919
6,462
6,348

6,298

5,971    

5,375

0.5542

4.48%

2,489,000
1,494,000
1,113,200
1,241,600
1,198,700

1,164,445

1,096,500    

1,057,350

1,107,350

5.05%

09,920
12,090
18,310
18,075
16,736

15,100

14,282   

12,880

13.586

7.31%

Pound
Sterling

Japanese
Yen

Australian
Dollar

TRACKING THE FLUCTUATION OF THE US DOLLAR AGAINST KEY CURRENCIES
Taking a base of $10,000, the figures below show the average rate for each of the currencies against the US dollar
during each of the years listed, the value of the currency on 15 March 2004 and the percentage change in rate since
The Business of Film update on 9 February 2004. The graphic chart shows US$ to Euro.
Source: Thomson Financial Datastream
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COMPANY FEATURE

Fireworks Refocused Approach
Strengthens Ongoing Production 

Ownership Of Content

In 1998 when CanWest Entertainment was
launched as a subsidiary of CanWest Global
Communications Corp with the acquisition of

publicly traded Fireworks Entertainment Inc,
content, deregulation, and the ability to source
money from the Canadian stock exchange was
the modus operandi driving many global
corporate strategies.
Jay Firestone had established Fireworks
Entertainment in May 1995, and expanded the
company’s ability to achieve its ambitions of
becoming an integrated media company with the
acquisition of the film and library assets of
Skyvision Entertainment. Fireworks completed
its initial public offering in December 1997 and
was listed on the  Canadian Stock Exchange. In
May 1998, Canwest Global Communications
Corp acquired Fireworks Entertainment through
its subsidiary CanWest Entertainment,
immediately giving the parent company access to
own produced assets within an integrated
international media company. 
The parent company’s strategy to maximize
the potential for the collective integrated
companies – Fireworks Entertainment which
finances, develops and produces film and
television product; LA based Fireworks
Pictures which distributes feature films;
Fireworks Television to develop specific
television programming, and the addition of
Fireworks International headquartered in
London as the TV sales division – was a sound
strategy in the mid nineties.

By 2003 a collection of factors – the
rapidly changing international
landscape, the 3.2billion purchase of the

newspaper and internet assets of Hollinger
International newspapers in November 2000, the
effects of the dirth of advertising revenues post
September 11th, and the mutual departure of Jay
Firestone at the end of his 5 year contract – all
contributed to the parent company re-assessing
which new strategy it needed to adapt to
continue achieving the objectives of control
and/or ownership of the product it needs for its
global broadcasting operations.
Adam Haight, President of Fireworks
Entertainment – a position he has held since
CanWest Entertainment acquired the company –
says, “A whole bunch of external and internal
events has led the parent company to re-examine
the different interests of its needs that came into
and are now in play: the contraction of the
marketplace, the softness in foreign markets, the
different view with regard to what content now
means, and the present different appetite both
domestically and internationally. We have
realigned and refocused on different avenues of
content that are applicable to and have impact on
both the direct needs of our parent company in the
new landscape which they also face, as a
consequence of not only the economics of the
fiscal decision matrix, but also the public’s
appetite and taste for product, and from a sales
viewpoint, the product we can provide for our
international buyers. In today’s marketplace
capital has to be prudent and effective, and while
content is still king, ownership of rights is the
dominant key. The company went through a
severe restructuring in 2003, relinquishing the
assets that no longer fit the new strategy it wanted
to follow. Throughout 2004 we are poised to take
advantage of a new disciplined approach driven
by the core productions that have been successful
and ongoing and by the new projects that are in
currently in development. (See sidebar)
Under the new restructuring, Fireworks
Television based in Los Angeles and headed by
Michael Weisbarth plays a pivotal role in the
parent company’s new approach to content. His
mandate is to develop programming that is a
catalyst for the US marketplace basic cable, cable,
and network broadcasters, product that fits the
requirements of the parent (CanWest Global)
stationing needs. His specific task is to develop

one-hour scripted drama for primetime that will
work in both the US and Canada. Initial success
for the new gameplan has been accomplished
with Wildcard, which is in its second season at
Lifetime Television with 18 new episodes due to
air later in summer (2004). Weisbarth said, “I
have three guidelines to fulfill: develop and
produce product that will fit CanWest Global
needs, which can also meet the requirements for
Greg to sell through Fireworks International,
and be the catalyst for developing programming
with US partners. Currently, we have in
development with Showtime The Tower
(working title) about the inner workings of a
pharmaceutical corporation”.  

Greg Phillips, who heads up Fireworks
International in London and is
responsible for the sale of all Fireworks

product and product acquired from other
producers to augment the in-house slate of
programming for international buyers, said,
“Throughout the restructuring our licensees –
Telemunchen, BskyB, Daro and Sony’s AXN,
Disney and Fox Kids channels throughout the
world to name a few – were extremely supportive
of us.  The various market corrections that have
taken place over the last 18 months including the
demise of the former Kirch Group in the German
market, even though we were fortunate not to be
exposed to that particular event, it  still had an
encompassing market impact for all companies
dealing with that territory and around the world.
At Fireworks, we are now concentrating on what
we do best, producing and acquiring
programming which meets the needs of our
buyers in their marketplace.  The selling
landscape is changed from 3 years ago, but we’ve
found success in concentrating our efforts on
being a supplier of programming that is unique
and needed by local  users, one which augments
local production, and local formats.  The
objective is to get the right pieces to fit together
creatively and funding-wise, and to be very
selective about the projects we introduce.  The
wave for the independents, as we all enter this

Adam Haight
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Over the last 18 months, Toronto-based Fireworks Entertainment has downsized and refocused its operations. This move is indicative
of a fiscal landscape that internally affected  its parent company CanWest, and externally reflected the changed programming

dynamics of a competitive domestic and international marketplace.

“not only the economics of 
the fiscal decision matrix, 

but also the public’s appetite”



new era of rapid and continuing marketplace
change, is collaboration.  The market place
demands a good script, originality of concept,
production value and execution, a defined
audience demo, and targeted at time-periods that
fit different customers’ needs. As an example,
over the last season the 55th US Primetime
Emmy Awards broadcast, a unique marquee-
value event show, which we are proud to handle
overseas for ATAS (excluding Canada, Australia
and New Zealand), was licensed to the majority
of territories throughout the world. We know
already that coverage will be increased for the
56th edition that is due to air in September.  The
Emmy’s is just one example of programming
from an outside independent source, which has
distinct appeal overseas. We are working toward

securing placement for the franchise over a two to
three year period, further developing that
placement slot and strengthening ATAS’ and our
tie-in with the networks.”  He concluded:
“Nothing in the global marketplace stays the
same, but relationships with executives in the
community are a tangible asset,  and  maybe the
only constant component in the mix.  At
Fireworks at least, we still feel that this aspect of
the worldwide filmed entertainment business
cannot be over emphasized.  Straightforward
dealing and accurate presentation of the best
projects make for longevity in a business where
the project landscape is constantly changing.  The
ability to source and successfully execute stellar
programming and place that programming is an
ongoing and difficult but exciting challenge”.

COMPANY FEATURE

CanWest
The Parent Company

CanWest Global Communications Corp was
founded in 1984 by I H. Asper with the
acquisition of a license for a new independent
television station in Winnipeg. He followed
that with the purchase of Global Television in
Toronto, and the systematic and gradual
addition of conventional television operations
in the Eastern and Western sector of the
country.  The culmination of the coast- to-
coast Canadian broadcasting network with a
penetration of 94% of English speaking
Canada was completed in 2000. Key station
acquisitions include Hamilton, Victoria and
Montreal, CBC affiliates in Kelowna and Red
Deer, and specialty channel Prime TV. The
company has a global broadcasting presence
in New Zealand (TV3), Australia (Channel
10), and Ireland (TV3). With the acquisition of
Hollinger Inc. the company controls 14 major
metropolitan newspapers, 126-community
newspapers, and a 50% interest in the
National Post.  In addition to its newspaper
interests, to complement the reach and
interaction of the print and visual media,
CanWest controls key Internet and
newspaper portals across the Canadian
continent. These include canada.com and
face-off.com. 

Available from Fireworks International  (top) The Collector (bl) Wildcard
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Current Development,
Production and Distribution

Slate for the Group

Fireworks Entertainment under the agis
of Adam Haight  has developed, and is
currently developing, live-action
children’s half-hour programming which
includes Strange Days at Blake Holsey
High for Discovery Kids on NBC, Real
Kids, Real Adventures, Catlins Way, 100
Deeds for Eddie McDowd, and Being Eve.
Other continuing development of
syndicated dramas includes Mutant X and
Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda, both co-
produced with Tribune Entertainment,
and the New Lifetime series Zoe Busiek
Wild Card.
The US Television division currently is
looking to source and develop 1-hour
scripted drama and reality programming.
The Tower (working title) is currently in
development with Showtime, and Suture Girl
is in development with the Sci Fi Channel. 
Programs available for international
distribution through Fireworks
International include  The Collector
Drama Series(18x1) 56th US Primetime
Emmy Awards, Fergus Mcphail Kids Live
Action(26x1/2hr.)The Life, Movie of the
Week(120mns) and  Black Hole High Kids
Live Action (39x1/2hrs)
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All Road Indigenous & Minority Film Project
Film Festival Scheduled October 22-24

Board members of National Geographic All Roads Film Project from left  to right — Forest Whitaker, Leah Purcell, Kiefer Sutherland and Ruth Vitale

The National Geographic initiative the
All Roads Film Project will host an
international film festival on October

the 22, -24 at the Egyptian in Los Angeles and
October  28-30  in Washington. D.C. 
The All Roads Project provides a global plat-
form for indigenous and under-represented
minority-culture filmmakers around the world
to showcase their talents and involve a broad-
er audience about their culture. Stockard
Channing, Shekhar Kapur, Spike Lee, Kiefer
Sutherland and Forest Whitaker have recently
joined the All Roads Film Project advisory
board. 
“The aim of the All Roads Film Project is to
provide indigenous filmmakers with opportu-
nities to tell their stories in their own voices,”
said Terry Garcia, National Geographic’s exec-
utive vice president for mission programs.
“The project is an exciting new forum for
indigenous and minority-culture storytellers to
bring their lives, experiences and cultures to
new audiences.”
Advisory board members will nominate films
for the festival, help identify new talent and
teach master classes to aspiring filmmakers. In

addition to representatives of the mainstream
entertainment community, the advisory board
is composed of indigenous and minority-cul-
ture filmmakers, and representatives of
National Geographic. 
Other board members include Ruth Vitale, co-
president of Paramount Classics; Alicia B.
Adams, vice president of dance and interna-
tional programming at the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts; actor Lou
Diamond Phillips; photographer Reza, founder
of Aina World; David Beal, independent film
and music executive; Dylan Leiner, senior vice
president of acquisitions of Sony Classics;
Australian aboriginal actor/director Leah
Purcell; Teresa Keleher, director of cultural
affairs at the Embassy of Australia; Australian
aboriginal Sally Reilly, director of the
Australian Aboriginal Film Board; Maori pro-
ducer/director Mereta Mita, from New
Zealand; Sarah Lash, director of acquisitions
for IFC Films; and Australian aboriginal film
producer Bain Stewart, founder of Bungabura
Productions, which he runs with Purcell. May
31 is the final deadline for submissions from
filmmakers for the All Roads Film Festival. 

All types of films in any language
(English subtitles required) will be con-
sidered, including feature-length films,

shorts, documentaries, animation, and music
videos for adults, families and kids. The produc-
tions will be considered for broadcast on the
National Geographic Channel, both in the
United States and internationally — a potential
audience of more than 200 million viewers.  In
addition to the film festival, the All Roads Film
Project provides up to 10 seed grants in 2004 to
help indigenous or minority-culture filmmakers
produce a film or video. These films will also be
considered for inclusion in the film festival and
for broadcast on the National Geographic
Channel. A filmmaker may be awarded an All
Roads Fellowship of up to $100,000 the follow-
ing year to complete a film project. A series of
international film evenings, showcasing produc-
tions from a variety of countries,  will  be held at
National Geographic headquarters in
Washington and hosted by the diplomatic com-
munity. The second international film night will
be hosted by the South African Embassy in
April, and the third will be hosted by the
Embassy of New Zealand in May. 
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The 76th Oscar winners line up for a final curtain call.

The 76th Annual Academy Awards 
Back To Glamour & Showmanship

The 76th Oscars ceremony held in its new
late February scheduling slot brought
glamour and showmanship, but the pre-

dicted outcome of LOTR sweeping the event
laced the stellar occasion with an aura of disap-
pointment. The most uplifting moment was
Blake Edwards’ acceptance speech and his
amusing entrance making light of his frailty. The
Honorary Award was presented to Edwards to
honor his “extraordinary distinction in lifetime
achievement.” The citation read: “In recognition
of his writing, directing and producing an
extraordinary body of work for the screen.” 
For the record, the event winners were: Actor in
a leading role: Sean Penn in Mystic River

(Warner Bros.). Actor in a supporting role: Tim
Robbins in Mystic River (Warner Bros.).
Actress in a leading role: Charlize Theron in
Monster (Newmarket Films). Actress in a sup-
porting role: Renée Zellweger in Cold
Mountain (Miramax). Animated feature film:
Finding Nemo (Buena Vista). Cinematography:
Master and Commander: The Far Side of the
World (20th Century Fox) Russell Boyd.
Documentary short subject: Chernobyl Heart.
Documentary feature: The Fog of War. Foreign
language film: The Barbarian Invasions (A
Cinémaginaire Inc. Production, Canada). Short
film (animated): Harvie Krumpet (A
Melodrama Pictures Production), Adam Elliot.

Sound editing: Master and Commander: The
Far Side of the World (20th Century Fox)
Richard King. Original Screenplay: Lost in
Translation (Focus Features) Written by Sofia
Coppola. Short film (live action): Two Soldiers 
(A Shoe Clerk Picture Company Production)
Aaron Schneider and Andrew J. Sacks. The
Lord of the Rings received Oscars in the rest of
the categories: Adapted Screenplay, Visual
Effects, Sound Mixing, Best Picture, Music
Original Song: Into the West, Music & Lyrics
by Fran Walsh, Howard Shore and Annie
Lennox, Original Music Score: Howard Shore,
Makeup, Film Editing, Art Direction, and
Directing: Peter Jackson.
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Figures released for the 2004
American Film Market report
that total buyers were up 10%
from 2003. Jonathan Wolf,
Executive Vice President,
AFMA, and Managing Director
of the AFM, also reported that
attendance was 7,212, up 5%
from 6,834 in 2003.  The final
tally of buyers was 1,434 com-
pared to 1,309 last year, with 642
buying companies registered
compared to 598 in 2003.  The
analysis showed a number of
countries had an increase of
attending buyers, including
Hungary (up 160%), Russia (up
56%), Hong Kong (up 45%), and
Australia (up 31%).  Brazil also
showed a significant increase in

buyers (up 32%), and despite the
downturn in Latin America, fig-
ures for the region remained flat.
There was also a marked increase
from Eastern European countries
(up 23%). Exhibitors rose to
3,672, an increase of 7% from
3,419 in 2003 (this figure
includes others badged by their
offices, producers, talent, and
lawyers).  A record 306 film and
television companies exhibited at
the AFM this year, including 101
first timers – an all time high.
Industry badges were up 19%,
totaling 1,323 versus 1,114 in
2003, and for all others (compli-
mentary guest badges and press)
the number was 783, down from
last year’s 992. 

USC Kicks Off 75th Anniversary Celebration 
With $30m Endowment Initiative 
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AFM 2004 Attendance
Increase  Up 5% Over 2003

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences will join in honoring the 75th anniver-
sary of the founding of the USC School of
Cinema-Television at a special celebratory
event this fall. Steven Spielberg and USC
alumnus Brian Grazer will executive produce
the event, which will salute the School’s
remarkable 75-year history. 
“USC is redefining higher education by
advancing the idea that to be a ‘literate citizen’
in the 21st century, one must be able to inter-
pret the language of the screen,” said
Spielberg, a university trustee and a member of
the School’s board of councilors. “I am proud
to be associated with an institution that not
only turns out fine filmmakers, but also teach-
es that critical thinking and artistic exploration
go hand-in-hand. The USC School of Cinema-

Television and the Academy broke the academ-
ic mold when they founded the School in 1929,
and it is exciting to see that, 75 years later, this
pioneering spirit remains as strong as ever.”
The Academy will present the School with a
specially commissioned award at the celebra-
tion. The event and award will celebrate the
history of the School, which was established at
the suggestion of the Academy in February
1929 and became the first college level institu-
tion to teach courses on motion pictures.
The USC School of Cinema-Television also
announced the formal launch of a $75 million
endowment initiative, the largest initiative of
its kind undertaken by a university film school.
The School detailed the receipt of $30 million,
which includes donations from Hugh Hefner,
the Alma and Alfred Hitchcock Foundation,

George Lucas, the Steven Nenno estate, the
Jack and Victoria Oakie estate, the Frank
Sinatra Foundation, Steven Spielberg, Ray
Stark, Time Warner, Inc., and Robert
Zemeckis.
“The countless USC grads who have filled
Hollywood soundstages, editing rooms, and
executive offices are a powerful testament to
the School’s impact on the entertainment
industry,” said Grazer. “As a producer, what
impresses me most is that these grads are just
as comfortable with the collaborative nature of
the filmmaking process as they are expressing
their own individual artistic voices.  All of us
who care about the future of screen-based
entertainment should do all we can to ensure
that the School has the resources it needs to
continue this vital work for another 75 years.”



Carlton International presents The
Ancient Greek Olympics at
MIPTV. It is the latest documen-
tary from Award-winning journalist
and current affairs producer
Antony Thomas.
South Africa was chosen for the
Carlton Production because it
offered near perfect conditions to
reproduce the ancient Olympic ath-
letics track. Thomas, a native of
South Africa, was banned during
the apartheid years after producing
The South African Experience, a
fiercely anti-apartheid documen-
tary trilogy. Arriving in
Johannesburg to film his latest doc-
umentary, Thomas found he was
able to work with a skilled multi-
racial crew. Thomas commented:
“When I worked in South Africa
during the apartheid era, black
technicians with years of experi-
ences, were often addressed as
“boy” by the most junior white on
the set.  You can imagine how I
felt, all these years later, to be
working with a South African
crew, where black South Africans
headed departments and the equal-
ity and mutual respect between all
members of the team was
absolutely genuine. Frankly, I
can’t think of any country in the
world that could have given us
what South Africa did - locations
that included close matches of the
ancient stadium at Olympia, as
well as the seascapes, mountains,

and olive groves of Greece; guar-
anteed good weather in the right
season; a corps of 40 young ath-
letes, bearing a close physical
resemblance to the representations
we have of ancient Greek athletes,
experienced stunt men and horse
wranglers, who could handle the
chariot races. The list of plusses
was endless.”
Thomas has produced over 40
major documentaries and dramas,
and is the author of the highly
acclaimed historical biography
Rhodes, The Race For Africa.
His many awards include the US
Emmy, The British Academy
Award, the Greirson Award for
Best British Documentary, and
the George Foster Peabody
Award. When it was broadcast,
Death of a Princess, produced by
Thomas, achieved one of the
highest rating points in the history
of PBS, the US public broadcast-
ing Network. The Ancient Greek
Olympics marks the Olympics’
return to Greece in 2004. The
project recreates the original
games through a mix of recreation
and historical analysis. 
Thomas worked in South 
Africa with Red Pepper Pictures
based in Capetown.
Granada International, a division
of ITV plc, is the new integrated
company resulting from the merg-
er of Granada International and
Carlton International.
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Ancient Greeks Choose South Africa Locations 

Distraction & Magnolia Partner
On Formats TV Diaries & The Player

Format distributor Distraction
Formats has partnered with enter-
tainment producers, Magnolia,
Italy, to expand its format cata-
logue.  TV Diaries, which is
scheduled for broadcast on Italia
1, and IL Protagonista (The
Player), already optioned in the
US by Mark Burnett Productions,
are the first acquisitions. TV
Diaries is an entertainment reality
show where 10 contestants record
a short video diary they hope will
entertain, shock, or impress view-

ers. One diarist is voted off after a
public vote and replaced by some-
one new. IL Protagonista is a
dramatic hidden camera show,
which had a market share of 24%
when it aired as primetime format
on Italia 1. 
“Our partnership with Magnolia
gives Distraction creative, well
developed and produced formats
for broadcasters and producers
worldwide, adding to our exist-
ing, extensive catalogue,” com-
mented Michel Rodrigue, CEO,

Distraction Formats. Giorgio Gori,
Managing Director Magnolia,
added: “This partnership with
Distraction enables Magnolia’s
creativity and entrepreneurship to
better face the challenge of English
speaking broadcast markets in the
world. Thanks to this agreement,
our company could be considered
as one of the main players in this
market, only three years after its
foundation.”
Formed in October 1997,
Distraction works with some of

the most exciting format creators
to provide broadcasters and inde-
pendent producers worldwide
with successful and original for-
mats in all genres.
Magnolia is a television produc-
tion company specializing in
entertainment formats for both
the Italian and international mar-
kets. The company was founded
by a group of communication
field professionals with consoli-
dated experience in commercial
television.

South Africa provided the perfect backdrop for ancient Greece

Visit the Magazine Online  www.thebusinessoffilm.com
To view Top Hotels Worldwide, Boutique Hotels Worldwide, Luxury Goods & Product Placement
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Project 10 A Free South Africa

Following the acquisition of
France Animation by Artefilms in
2003, Moonscoop, a new joint
distribution brand is being
launched at MIPTV.
The new entity creates a cata-
logue of over 1,600 half-hours of
programming including titles
such as Funky Cops, Little
Vampire, Titeuf, and new
episodes of Code Lyoko. The
move will be supported by a ded-
icated marketing division to build
the catalogue’s international pres-
ence focusing on promotion cam-
paigns, licensing, merchandising,
publishing, music, and the coordi-
nation of local licensing agents.

Both companies are retaining
their respective editorial policies
and productions, but are now able
to pursue new opportunities under
the resources of the consolidated
unit, overseen by Benoît di
Sabatino, co-CEO of Antefilms
and France Animation’s Lionel
Marty who has been appointed
Head of Distribution. Marty is
responsible for all French and
German speaking territories,
Italy, Spain, UK, North America
and Asia. Sales Manager Marie
Conge will oversee South
America, Scandinavia, Benelux,
Greece, Turkey, Eastern Europe,
the Middle East and Africa. 

Grupo Televisa, has established a
new distribution company,
Televisa Cine based in Los
Angeles, to release newly pro-
duced and acquired movies into all
Spanish speaking markets through-
out the United States. Eckehardt
von Damm takes the reins as CEO
of Televisa Cine, and Mike Doban
heads the LA office reporting
directly to von Damm. The new
company is expected to release
three films in 2004, starting with A
Day Without A Mexican set for
May 14th.  Starting in 2005, the
company expects to release eight
films annually. 
Grupo Televisa S.A. is one of  the
largest media companies in the

Spanish-speaking world, and a sig-
nificant player in the international
entertainment business. Its interests
cover  television production and
broadcasting, programming for pay
television, international distribution
of television programming, direct-
to-home satellite services, publish-
ing and publishing distribution,
cable television, radio production
and broadcasting, professional
sport and show business promo-
tion, feature film production and
distribution, and the operation of a
horizontal Internet portal. Grupo
Televisa also has interest in
Univision, the leading Spanish lan-
guage television company in the
United States.

Distribution Drive For
Spanish Films In The US 

Swiss based distributors First Hand Films is
attending MIP TV with a documentary pack-
age Project 10 - Real Stories from a Free
South Africa.
Commissioned by South African broadcaster
SABC and NFVF (National Film and Video
Fund), Project 10 features a slate of 13 films cel-
ebrating the 10th anniversary of the end of
apartheid in South Africa.
The package, executive produced by Jennifer
Fox, Ltbele Masemola-Jones and Steven

Markowitz and offering films from a new gener-
ation of South African filmmakers, takes a raw
look at life in a new South Africa, as individuals
strive towards prosperity and a rediscovered iden-
tity. The titles include The Meaning of Buffalo
and Ikhaya Home, which were both shown at
Sundance 2004. 
“Project 10 is an inspiring collection of films

that explore the true meaning of freedom. For a
people that have been suppressed by apartheid,
these individuals still exude amazing warmth,

laughter, and a sense of pride for their homeland.
We are therefore privileged to have this package
in our catalogue and to be able to share their expe-
riences with the rest of the world,” says Esther
van Messel, CEO, First Hand Films.  
First Hand Films was established by Esther van
Messel for the production and distribution of doc-
umentary and fiction films, as well as series.  The
company is headquarted in Switzerland with a
branch office in Germany.

Project 10 Real Stories from a Free South Africa 

Moonscoop Distribution
Debuts At MIP TV
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Rai Trade is at MIPTV following
the 9th screening of its most pop-
ular formats to international buy-
ers in Toarmina prior to MIPTV.
“We have a strong line-up of for-
mats ranging from entertainment
through to factual programming
for both our screenings and
MIPTV this year,” says Roberto
Di Russo, President and CEO of
Rai Trade, “and they cover
diverse subjects, such as the
headline news (Hazard), fami-
lies competing against each other
with all sorts of games (Good
Luck), football  (The Soccer
Syndrome), or practical jokes
(Libero).” 
Format deals completed include
Hazard brought by France 2 for
France, televised from Monday
to Friday with the title Tout Lu
Tout Vu, and Turkey  acquired
the rights for Good Luck which
has been adapted into Sansa
Dansa now showing on Kanal

D.   Other recent sales include
RTVE’s acquisition of the
game-show The Gladiator,
adapted for a Spanish audience
and also sold to Switzerland.
“There has also been a very
good reaction to our fiction
titles,” continues Di Russo,
“and recently we have conclud-
ed a lot of deals for remake
rights on our top fiction dramas,
so it is really an exciting time
for the company.” Sony Pictures
Television has acquired the
Spanish and Latin American
rights for Girls About, the
everyday life of women work-
ing in a shop, which was one of
Italy’s most popular prime-time
series. Sony Pictures is current-
ly producing a version for the
two territories. Rai celebrates its
50th anniversary this year and
will be promoting its wealth of
archive material on which it has
worldwide distribution rights.

Rai Formats Hits 
The Sales Mark Again 

Available at MIPTV for interna-
tional buyers is the MOBO
Awards, which have been recog-
nising achievement in musical
genres that are black in spirit
(rather than colour) – from hip-
hop to jazz, reggae to R&B –
since 1996.   With the growth in
popularity and reach of urban
music, the MOBO Awards has
become an urban marketing fran-
chise to help artists, broadcast-
ers, record companies and spon-
sors reach the urban demograph-
ic, and has evolved into the UK’s
pre-eminent urban music event.
Kanya King, its founder, says,
“As an early pioneer of urban
music, MOBO has developed
and captured the zeitgeist of
music and youth culture.
Remaining very much at the 

cutting edge of musical tastes
and trends, we are now looking
to take the MOBO experience to
new consumers in new territo-
ries.”  MOBO is also the promot-
er of MOBO UnSung, the
national talent competition for
unsigned artists. The winner
receives a management and
recording contract and performs
at the MOBO Awards.  Past win-
ner Cherise, a member of chart
toppers Big Brovaz whose My
Favourite Things went platinum,
is in the upcoming Scooby Doo
movie. The MOBO Marketing
Team will be at MIP with its
Urban Marketing Franchise,
along with Big Picture managing
worldwide marketing.  Big
Picture is located at the RM
Associates Stand.

Urban Awards  
Captures Demographics

The Magazine Online
www.thebusinessoffilm.com

Taking a pro-active position, based
on the fast-changing domestic and
international production and acqui-
sition environment, Regent
Entertainment fourth quarter of
2003 secured a substantial line of
credit to pursue an aggressive plan
to increase its production and
acquisition activities.  Attending
MIP TV with a slate of new pro-
ductions in the pipeline, Gene
George, President of Regent
Worldwide Sales international
sales division said, “These new
production relationships will be
critical for our distribution
pipeline. This consistent and steady
flow of product will allow us to
meet our output arrangements and
volume deals in territories such as
Spain, France, Greece and Turkey,
which will be important in the con-
tinued growth of the company.” 
The company recently signed multi-
picture deals for worldwide distri-
bution rights with three independent
production companies. Zolar is cur-
rently in production, and Too Cool
for Christmas is scheduled to begin
production in April 2004 from
Insight Film and Video. Continuing
Regent’s ongoing relationship with
Corbin Bernsen, the company has
signed an agreement with
PublicFilmWorks (a joint venture
between Corbin Bernsen and Shaun
Edwards) for a new three-picture
distribution deal , the first of which

is 3-Day Test written by Bernsen.
Corbin Bernsen stated, “We are
excited to work with a company as
diverse and creative as Regent, and
we look forward to a long-lasting
relationship.”  Regent has also
signed a new 3-picture distribution
deal with The Syndicate, formed in
2003 by producers Gareth West, Ari
Palitz and James Henney.  Filming
has just been completed on Pit
Fighter starring Steven Bauer.
Other titles include Walk the Line,
written and to be directed by Jesse
Johnson, who also directed Pit
Fighter. Walk the Line is currently
in pre-production. Jeffrey Schenck,
Chief Operating Officer, concluded,
“These deals for Regent continue to
illustrate our ability to work with
independent producers to maximize
worldwide sales. It is a fabulous
start for what we hope will be an
amazing 2004.”
With offices in Los Angeles and
Dallas, Regent Entertainment is one
of the industry’s largest independent
suppliers of television motion pic-
tures. An independent diversified
company that finances, produces
and distributes quality theatrical and
television motion pictures, the com-
pany has received numerous
awards, including Gods and
Monsters 1999 Academy Award
for Best Adapted Screenplay.
Regent entertainment also owns
Regent Theaters.

Regent Entertainment
Increases Production 

& Acquisition Activities

The Pit Fighter

Gene George, Paul Colichman, Jeff Schenck, Steve Jarchow, Corbin Bernsen
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The Brit-pop 
documentary 
Live Forever
will be released, May 11, 2004, on
DVD and VHS in the US through
First Look Home Entertainment
(FLHE), a division of First Look
Media.  Featuring music by  Blur,
Oasis, Pulp, Massive Attack,
Nirvana, Portishead, Radiohead,
Robbie Williams, The Stone
Roses, and The Verve, it also
includes interviews with Liam and
Noel Gallagher from Oasis,
Damon Albarn from Blur, and
Jarvis Cocker from Pulp, to name
a few.  Directed by newcomer
John Dower and produced by

John Battsek, Live Forever charts
the rise and fall of the Brit-pop
music scene in the UK during the
mid-nineties against the back-
ground political resurgence of
New Labour and their re-brand-
ing of an entire nation.
“We’re extremely excited to con-
tinue expanding into the music
documentary marketplace,” stat-
ed Bill Bromiley, Senior Vice
President (FLHE).  “Oasis and
Blur are hot bands, and we expect
just as much success with the
release of Live Forever as from
our other music doc, Mayor of
the Sunset Strip, also featuring
Oasis,” 

broadcast television, and home
video/DVD rights. 
“China is an awakening giant
with a tremendous appetite for
Western culture product that is
family friendly. Jay Jay The Jet
Plane epitomizes quality enter-
tainment for preschoolers.  We
are delighted to join with
PorchLight Entertainment in
representing this award-win-
ning animated property for
broadcast and licensing oppor-
tunities in China,” said Brian
Yu Zheng, President of Playhut.

Playhut
Entertainment has
been appointed by
PorchLight
Entertainment
as the licensing agency and
broadcast distribution repre-
sentative for Mainland China
on behalf of PorchLight’s pre-
school franchise Jay Jay The
Jet Plane. The series will be
represented across Mainland
China through Playhut’s in-
house licensing agency for
l i c e n s i n g / m e rc h a n d i s i n g ,

Jay Jay the Plane soon to be seen across mainland China

Breakthrough Animation Inc.
was formed in Spring 2003 by
Kevin Gillis, Ira Levy and Peter
Williamson.  Atomic Betty was
created by Atomic Cartoons
and developed by Breakthrough
Animation and Fresh Produce.
An official Canada-France co-
production, the series is pro-
duced by Breakthrough
Animation Inc. and Atomic
Cartoons with Tele-Images Kids
and participation of the Shaw
Fund and the Canadian
Television Fund.

Canadian producer
Breakthrough Films
& Television’s ani-
mation production
marketing and distribution divi-
sion Breakthrough Animation
Inc. has added Cartoon Network
in the US to the list of broadcast-
ers landing for the animated
series Atomic Betty. Cartoon
Network US joins Cartoon
Network in the UK, Australia,
Italy, South-East Asia,
Scandinavia and Eastern
Europe as licensees of the series.

Atomic Betty adds Cartoon Network to Broadcasters

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTV 2004
Rage Against the Darkness, AVAILABLE FROM CBC International Sales

COMPANIES @ mipTV ANIMATION & DOCUMENTARIES
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Completed TT Races from Greenlight

Greenlight have 
available at MIP TV
for international buyers
the completed version of the con-
troversial Isle of Man TT Races,
launched in 2003. Other produc-

tions being promoted by Greenlight
at this market take viewers behind
the scenes of the Oxford and
Cambridge University Boat Race,
the Grand National, the F.A. Cup
Final, and Wimbledon. 

A special package 
of TV, Video and 
merchandising
rights for the 25th Anniversary
release of the classic action ani-
mation series, Battle of the Apes,
is being promoted at MIP TV by
Sandy Frank Entertainment.  A
new Alex Ross comic series from

Top Cow and a first time series
of novels from Simon  &
Schuster are part of the 25th
anniversary celebrations. The
Battle of the Planets Gatchman
franchise and new production
rights will be based on the new
Alex Ross character designs and
storylines.

TV 12 in Singapore, Radio
Philippines Network, and
Telewizja Polska in Poland.  In
the U.S., the program will air on
A&E.  Produced in cooperation
with the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences, the
program spans the sweeping
history of the preeminent award
in show business.
Biography also features movie
clips from award winning films
and Oscar® ceremony footage.
From the birth and design of
the statue itself to the great
Oscar® winners of the past,
from the glitter of today’s red
carpet to behind the scenes
moments, Biography of Oscar®
explores the legacy of the
awards show.  
Biography of Oscar® is pro-
duced by Academy Award®
nominated Chuck Braverman,
winner of two Emmys® and the
top Feature Documentary
award from the Directors Guild
of America.

AETN International
attends MIP TV
with the new Biography of
Oscar® (2 hours) licensed to a
number of international broad-
casters. Territories include
agreements with Television New
Zealand, A&E Mundo for Latin
America, Foxtel in Australia for
Channel 8 and The History
Channel, Channel Four in
Finland, Danmarks Radio in
Denmark, TVB in Hong Kong,

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTV 2004
Classic Artist Series, AVAILABLE FROM Impact

Biography of an Oscar from AETN

COMPANIES @ mipTV DOCUMENTARIES
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German United
Distributors is 
presenting a number
of investigative 
documentaries 
under its umbrella at MIP-TV.
Titles available include The Need
for Speed, which sheds light on
the distribution of drugs within the
U.S. Army, and Cartel II, which
exposes new reasons for the sec-
ond Gulf War. The four-part docu-
mentary, The History of
Medicine, was produced utilizing
pioneering filmmaking technolo-
gy. A budget of 1.5 Million Euro
allowed the viewer to be treated to
the Time-Slice-Process, which was
applied in the popular movie
Matrix. Secrets from the Wine
Cellar shows how winemakers, by
way of technical and chemical
means, have been trying to opti-
mize their product for years. On the
other hand, the world’s most influ-
ential wine critic, Robert Parker,
uses his own tastebuds to lure vint-
ners towards a new taste and
asks:” Wine Doping - Is it really
necessary?”

Prior to attending 
MIP TVGranada
International sold 
a package of wildlife
shows 
to the German public broadcast-
er, ZDF based on the success of
the previous package in 2003.
Titles include Killer Squid,
Wildlife Greats, and five further
episodes of Built For The Kill. 
Nadine Nohr, Managing
Director Granada International,
commented, “We are very
pleased to have sold another raft
of documentaries to ZDF.  We
are continuing to develop and
build our business in this tough
market for UK programming.
This further sale into Germany
highlights the strength of our
factual programming.”
Granada International, is 
the new integrated company
resulting from the merger of
Granada International and
Carlton International, a division
of ITV plc.

Al Qaeda Family a 
documentary that
exposes life in 
Osama Bin Laden’s
inner circle
will be shown on US broadcaster
PBS in a free TV deal. Terence
McKenna’s feature documentary,
Al Qaeda Family (1 x 67’), pro-
files the family of Ahmed Said
Khadr, a longtime associate of
Osama Bin Laden. The documen-
tary recently aired on CBC
Television as a special extended
edition of the flagship nightly
news show The National. “We are
excited about this sale to PBS and
believe that this documentary will
be well received at MIPTV,” said
Jennifer Stewart, Director,
International Co-Productions,
Sales & Acquisitions, CBC.
CBC International Sales is 
the program sales division of 
the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation/Radio-Canada. 

Deadly Enemies
which features an interview with
the British adviser on bio-
weapons, Dr. David Kelly, record-
ed one month before his death, is a
first-hand account of global bio-
terrorism from the scientists who
helped create it. The one-hour
documentary special tells the
secret history of biological
weapons from World War II
through to the end of the Cold
War. Archival footage illustrates
compelling interviews with the
American, British and former
Soviet scientists who developed
common bacteria into cheap and
deadly weapons of mass destruc-
tion. Worldwide rights are avail-
able from ABC Content Sales at
MIP TV. ABC Content Sales is a
worldwide distributor of content
and programming produced by the
Australian Broadcasting
Corporation’s television, radio
and online platforms.

Explore International’s
new slate of documen-
tary programming
available at MIPTV includes
John Paul II: God’s Politician,
a Brando Quilici Production for
Discovery Networks USA.  The
52-min special looks at Pope
John Paul II in a new light: his
legacy as an international
statesman. By highlighting a
handful of key historic episodes
– turning points in crises around
the world – the documentary
shows how the Pope’s actions
have influenced, and in some
cases altered, the direction of
history. Spanning the globe,

John Paul II: God’s Politician
travels from The Pope’s early
days behind the Iron Curtain to
his groundbreaking visits includ-
ing Mexico, Mozambique, Cuba
and Israel. It is the story of a
priest who has become an inter-
national ambassador, not just a
prelate, but also a global leader.
Explore International is a whol-
ly-owned subsidiary of one of
the world’s renowned media
brands, National Geographic,
and licences over 1,200 hours of
documentary programming,
translated into 34 different lan-
guages, to over 200 broadcast-
ers worldwide.

Documentary  of John Paul II  looks at his legacy as an international statesman.

COMPANIES @ mipTV DOCUMENTARIES
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CABLEready is 
handling  international
distribution 
for a documentary on the recently
concluded Martha Stewart trial,
and five other new episodes of
Dominick Dunne’s Power,
Privilege and Justice. “With his
esteemed track record of investi-
gating celebrities acting as if they
are above the law, Dominick
Dunne’s take on the Martha
Stewart case should be of great
interest to broadcasters world-
wide,” said Gary Lico, president
and CEO of CABLEready

Rive Gauche
International launches 
at MIP TV 2004 a documentary
series Battleground – The Art of
War, and a documentary special
10th Anniversary Special: The
Final Chapter in the O.J. Simpson
Case. “Rive Gauche International
has a reputation for presenting high
quality specialty programming that
captivates the audience,” said Ron
Glazer, President of Rive Gauche
International. “We are very pleased
to continue this tradition with the
international debut of two com-
pelling documentary specials and
series at MIP TV 2004.” 

Father All of Sudden - CDC United Network

Brussels based CDC
United Network 
has signed a distribution deal to
20 hour-docs produced by French
Guilgamesh.
The scientific program Through
the Looking Glass and the
wildlife doc The Gibbon
Missionary will be available to
buyers at both MIPTV and 
MIPDOC. Based in Paris,
Guilgamesh has produced over
60 documentaries in the fields of
science and discovery, factual
and history, nature and wildlife,
for which it has received many
awards.
“Guilgamesh is a well-known
awards-winning company, and
we are proud to represent their
quality programs mainly co-pro-
duced by the most important
French channels,” said Audrey

Atlass, International Sales
Manager at CDC United
Network. Other documentaries
available on the CDC United
Network slate include: The Saga
of Secret Communications (3 x
52’), The Children Planet (13 x
13’), The Ten Years of the
Cosquer Cave, Saravejo
Revisited, and Butch Cassidy.
CDC United Network specializes
in the distribution of Television
programming in the Latin
American market as an agent to
a range of companies including
Capitol Films, Miramax, Lions
Gate, ZDF Enterprises,
Lakeshore International, and
Sesame Workshop to name but a
few. In 2003, the company
opened an office in New York to
further develop its international
division.

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTV 2004
Tempo Planet, AVAILABLE FROM Spectra International

COMPANIES @ mipTV DOCUMENTARIES
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COMPANIES @ mipTV NEW PRODUCT

Fremantle
International
Distribution (FID)
showcases a slate of
new shows at MIPTV
including the headliners Ancient

Olympics: Let The Games
Begin, timed to coincide with the
build-up to the Olympic Games,
which this year returns to the place
of its origin – Athens, and the
three-part investigative series
MacIntyre’s Millions, in which
Donal posing as a criminal goes
undercover with a bogus million
pounds that he uses to expose
those who will stop at nothing to
take advantage of the poor and the
vulnerable.
David Ellender, Managing
Director, FID, comments: “We’re
very excited about this year’s
MIPTV slate which offers interna-
tional broadcasters some very dif-

ferent styles of programming from
those we’ve showcased in the
past. The reality/documentary spe-
cials Ancient Olympics and
Hanging El Greco are real works
of art as well as informative and
gripping, and the particularly
timely launch of Ancient
Olympics will make it a real ratings
winner around the globe – con-
tributing to Olympic fervour
between now and the summer.
American Idol 3 builds on the suc-
cess of the previous two series, and
we are delighted with the fantastic
international take-up of this series
already.  The truly compelling and
often shocking MacIntyre’s
Millions will also, I’m sure, have
viewers talking for days.  With
headliners such as these, bolstered
by established international suc-
cesses such as Jamie’s Kitchen
and Murder Investigation Team,
my team and I are confident of
another successful MIPTV.”

Fremantle headlines McIntyre’s Millions at MIPTV

Minotaur
International, the sales
arm of Flextech
Television
is launching a number of new fac-
tual entertainment programs at
MIPTV. The slate includes There’s
Been A Murder - A Celebration of
20 years Of Taggart, a SMG TV
Production. SMG and Minotaur
are launching the one-hour docu-
mentary to celebrate the longest-
running detective show.  Also
launching is Honolulu P.D. from
The Buller Company for
Discovery. Against the backdrop of
Hawaii is a world touched by the
realities of life: crimes against
tourists, encroaching drug prob-
lems and security issues in a post
9/11 world.  This series takes us on
patrol and undercover with the
men and women who police one of
the most breathtaking locations in
the South Pacific. 
Established in 1995, Minotaur is
one of the UK’s largest distributors
of multichannel programming, as
well as the chosen international
distributor for the catalogues of
SMG TV Productions, La Plante
International and Mayfair
Television Entertainment. Since
December 1999, Minotaur has
been the international sales arm of
Flextech Television, the content
division of integrated digital media
group, Telewest Communications.

UK format creator, 12
Yard, unveils the new
prime time auction-
based gameshow format
Sealed Bids at MIP-TV.  Mike
Beale comments, “Sealed Bids
has all the requirements of a suc-
cessful international format - sur-
prise, drama and viewer partici-
pation.  Who hasn’t played along
with the antiques shows and tried
to guess the price of an heirloom?
This time it is even harder - what’s
worthless to one person can be
priceless to another.” Also on 12
Yard’s format slate is Eggheads,
commissioned for a second series
by BBC1 in the UK.  The first
series of Eggheads was the high-
est rated debuting daytime quiz
show on BBC1. The Eggheads
team boasts contestants from
many of television’s most demand-
ing quiz shows including Who
Wants to Be A Millionaire,
Weakest Link, Mastermind and
Fifteen to One.
12 Yard was formed three years
ago by the team behind the BBC
hit shows Weakest Link and Dog
Eat Dog.  The team has continued
to develop new and innovative
entertainment and reality formats
acquired by more than 15 territo-
ries worldwide. Formats include
In It To Win It, Eggheads, and
the International Emmy award-
winning Without Prejudice.

Pre MIPTV,
ALL3MEDIA
International has sold
its children’s factual
series
Serious Jungle into Japan and a
number of other key territories.
In Japan, Public broadcaster
NHK snapped up the 6 x 30
minute series. Other buyers
include The Disney Channel in
Australia, KRO in Holland,
Slovak TV in Slovakia, TVB in
Hong Kong, NRK in Norway,
TVO in Canada, and TV3 in New
Zealand. Format rights for the
series have also been optioned by
Cell Cast in France.

London Office
TEL: 44 207 372 9992
FAX: 44 207 372 9993

email:
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The chart shows the grosses, number of screens and screen averages of the top films on release in the UK in the period Feb 13 to March 7. By showing the

per screen average over the course of its run, the chart shows, for example, that Something’s Gotta Give was taking more per screen on fewer screens than

Looney Tunes: Back In Action or that School Of Rock had a higher screen average after five weeks of release than Cheaper By The Dozen after four. 

Monitor

FEBRUARY 13 - MARCH 7
Gross figures are in US$

*total number of weeks on release is in parentheses

1 The Haunted Mansion 13,297,654 4 426/430/420/425 7,431/6,804/3,268/2,307 

2 Cheaper By The Dozen 11,746,368 4 364/369/378/389 9,425/6,729/2,987/1,967 

3 School Of Rock 11,167,701 4 (5) 377/373/392/383 7,340/6,159/3,407/2,606 

4 Along Came Polly 8,759,031 2 385/385 10,856/7,548 

5 Looney Tunes: Back In Action 8,258,314 4 426/427/413/387 4,106/4,244/2,330/1,991 

6 Something’s Gotta Give 8,092,408 4 (5) 371/360/346/322 6,126/4,365/2,630/2,098 

7 Lost In Translation 4,556,127 4 (9) 256/278/281/272 3,117/3,643/2,566/2,340 

8 Big Fish 3,601,146 3 (7) 320/314/272 3,531/2,860/1,590 

9 The Lord Of The Rings: The Return Of The King  

2,377,742 4 (12) 289/275/242/265 3,185/3,071/2,401/2,402 

10 21 Grams 1,078,555 1 127 8,493 

WEEKS IN SCREENS OVER PER SCREEN
FILM TOTAL GROSS SURVEY* MONTH ON RELEASE AVERAGE OVER MONTH

F E B / M A R  2 0 0 4F E B / M A R  2 0 0 4

LONDON BOX OFFICE ANALYSIS

Lord of the Rings: 
The Return of the King
on release in the UK


